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Appendix 5

Creation and Propagation of Noise Produced by Solar Farm

Noise associated with operation of a solar farm comes from the use of inverters. Photovoltaic (PV) panels produce direct current
(DC) electrical power which is good when storing energy within a DC battery. However, in order to transfer this electrical power
to the local grid, the DC power must be converted to alternating-current (AC) power. This conversion process is done by an
“Inverter”.

The process of converting DC into AC power requires very fast switches which change the polarity (or direction of electrical
flow).  Since AC power cycles 60 times per second (or 60 hertz), the switches must activate twice per electrical cycle.

This process produces tonal sound at twice electrical line frequency (120 hertz) and its harmonics (240, 360, 480 hertz and
higher).

What noise the PV installation will produce is generated by the inverters.  APREC will be deploying (16) Sungrow SG 125HV
125kW inverters.  The inverters will be located on a concrete pad in the center of the PV array 175’ away from either perimeter
wall abutting a Sensitive Receptor.

Under normal operating conditions the inverters will generate 53.7 dba at 1 meter (3.28 feet from the pad). In order to
determine the sound pressure level at the perimeter wall the following calculation shall be used:

Equation 1.  DL = Lp2 – Lp1

Calculation

DL = (10 log (R2 / R1)2

DL = 20 log (R2 / R1)2

DL = 20 log (175/3.28

DL = 34.5 dBA

53.7 dBA – 34.5dBA = 19.2 dBA

Variables:
DL = difference in sound pressure (dBA)
Lp1 = Sound pressure level at location 1
Lp2 = Sound pressure level at location 2
R1 = distance from source to location 1
R2 = distance from source to location 2

During daylight areas (when the inverters are operating) the Solar farm will generate 53.7dBA at the center of the farm and 19.2
dBA at the perimeter walls abutting Sensitive Receptors. Therefore, impacts from solar farm operation would be negligible
beyond the fenced project area, and no permanent noise impacts would be associated with operation. APREC would use no
specialized equipment that would generate loud noises. No long-term noise pollution is expected as a result of the proposed
project.

All headend Broadband Service provisioning equipment shall be place inside the temperature controlled O&M building and will
have no effect on project area noise. Pedestal Access Multiplexers make no noise and as such are not noted in this analysis.

Site inspections and monitoring and maintenance activities (e.g., vegetation management and annual cleaning of the solar
panels) would occur throughout the operational life of the proposed action. Consequently, the proposed action would cause
only temporary noise impacts and would not result in a long-term increase in the ambient noise levels of the area. No
permanent noise-related impacts to sensitive noise receptors outside the analysis area are anticipated.
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